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BANDLEADER SOUDERS
STRESSES THE MELODY
By JIM PLASTINO

News Editor
Jackie Souders is a man who
subscribes to the theory that the
American public will always prefer dancing to slow music with a
definitg melody.
Souders not only holds this as
a personal belief but he indoctrinates the members of his band
with the same philosophy.
As he points out, "We may not
play the most exciting music in

University
Seattle

We have also played in Hawaii,
the Orient and in Canada.
"Right now we stay in Seattle Vol. XXII
because most of the menhave business commitments here," the welldressed musician related.
Jackie first started out working
for United Artists and RKO in
Hollywood. He had formed his first
band shortly after graduation from
high school ,and was the first West
Coast band to make a recording
for Columbia records.
The bandleader finally settled
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Chairmen Complete Plans

For Golden Homecoming

By MARY HARRIS
As the 50th anniversary Homecoming activities near, those responsible for its success are completing plans to make it the most
successful event of the year. Cochairmen Mary Gay Mcßae and
Don Navoni are finishing arrangements with their committees.
Jack Sullivan is business manager of the event. EddieHyde and
Ron Cass head the Game Com-

downin the Queen City, and played
regularly at the Palladium for
seven years. He currently makes
his home at the Georgian Room,
in the Olympic Hotel.

Souders' 13-piece orchestra uses
what its leader terms a "commercial or hotel style." It is somewhat
similar to the music of Lawrence
Welk, Guy Lombardo or Sammy
Kaye.
No stranger on campus, Jackie
has played for several of SU's big
dances and was a band instructor
here for two years.
His "music with a heartbeat"has
proven itself popular all over the
Seattle area. Souders is by no

mittee.

Publicity on campus is handled
by Jim Sabol and Sue Milnor,
while John Duyungan and Mike
Weber are responsible for offcampus publicity.
Bernie Schmidt, Sy Simon and
Pat Kelly are in charge of Open
House activities. Dick Clayberg
and Ann O'Donnell head the Dec-

.

means old-fashioned or narrowminded but, as he says, "We don't
get too far out in left field."
JACKIE SOUDERS

the world, but we work regularly.
Ihave found over the years that
the dancing crowd likes to hear
the melody in themusic. They want
to beable to recognize a tune when
they hear it. That's why Iterm my
style as 'music with a heart-beat'!"
Souders, who will play for Seattle U's student Homecoming dance
January 27, has a reputation that
extends to many parts of the Pacific Coast.
Starting out in the business some
35 yearsago, he has played at every
major theatre on the West Coast.
"Up to a few years ago," he commented, "the theatres were the
chief stop-oversfor the bands.Now
it's the ballrooms and night-clubs.

'

Certificates Here
For Who's Who'

Certificates are now at theRegistrar's Office for the 26 senior students who have been named for
the Who's Who in American Colleges. They can be obtained from
Mrs. Mary Lou Miller, secretary
of admission.

Individualpictures for the Aegis
will also be taken in the Men's
Lounge, third floor, on Monday,
Jan. 24, from 10 a.m. 1 p.m.
Who's Who chooses members for
their outstanding leadership, scholarship and school spirit. Here at
Seattle U, they are selected by the
faculty and by the student body
officers committee. Pins are available to all members for a fee.

-

No. 13

oration Committee.
Court chairman is Margie Baker

and the Ticket, Program and Invitation Committee is handled by
Maureen McCormack and Shirley
Shivers. Ed Hunt and Paul Reirson are co-chairmen of the Election Committee.

Nurses Sponsor
Crystal Fantasy
Friday, Jan. 21
"Crystal Fantasy" will be the
theme of the dance sponsored by
the student body members of the
Columbus HospitalSchool of Nursing. The dance will be held at the
Encore Ballrom, 1214 E. Pike St.,
Friday, Jan. 21, from 9 p.m. to 12
midnight.
Jackie Souders and his orchestra
will provide the music for the ball.
Aileen Adams, student nurses'
president and chairman of the
dance committee, invites all SU
students to attend.
Admission to the dance will be
$1.50 per person or $3.00 a couple.
Tickets for the dance can be purchased from any Columbus nursing
student or at the door.
The dance is semi-formal which
means suits and dressy dresses.

ATTENTION!

-

NEW LIBRARY HOURS

-8:00 a.m.
a.m. 4:00

Monday Thursday
8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m.
Friday

5:00 p.m.

Service

organizations

are now

selling the annual Homecoming
buttons. They may be purchased
for 15<f apiece. All are urged to
buy the buttons since proceeds of
this sale will go to cover the expense of Homecoming publicity on
campus.
Thinking up new ways to publicize the 50th Homecoming and the
are (1- to r.) Sue Milnor and Jim Sabol, on-campus
publicity co-chairmen, and Mike Weber, off-campus publicity cochairman. John Duyungan, co-chairman with Mike, was not present for the picture.
Royal Court

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME:

TWO SESSIONS UNDERWAY
FOR MARRIAGE DISCUSSION
different Catholic
By

JOAN HATCHELL

A Marriage Orientation class,
headed by Jim Burns, Sodality
prefect, is under way. This class,
in the form of round-table discussions, is open to all interested
in marriage. Jim points out that
"this is for everyone who wants a
firm foundation in the principles
that make a Christian marriage."
Aspects of marriage, from the
economic to the religious, are slated
to be discussed among students.
Also scheduled are guest speakers
qualified by their professional experience to speak on marriage.
A 15-lesson outline, which was

compiled from

Action groups, is followed by the
group. The outline itself was prepared in Canada and has been used
in several U.S. colleges and universities.
The group meets every other
Sunday in the Chieftain lounge.

Two classes are held, one at 1:30 in
the afternoon, and one at 7:30 in

the

evening-.

All members of SU are invited
to participate in the discussions,
which are led by Sodality officers.
Size of each group has been limited
to 60. However, according to Jim,
there is still room for a few more.
New winter quarter students
were given a glimpse of the Sodality program last Tuesday, Jan. 18.
Students were notified by post
card of the second probationperiod
of this year which will last well
into spring quarter. Formalinitiation of Sodality candidatesis tentatively scheduled for March and

Next week, dance programs will
Homecomingprincesses.
will occupy a table in
the Chieftain during their floats.
Tickets will sell for $3.50.
Music for the studentHomecoming Dance on January 27 will be
Jackie Souders with his 13-piece
band and a vocalist. Mary Gay and
Don ask that dance requests be
be sold by
The girls

given to them in the days preceding the occasion. This arrangement
has been made to eliminate requests at the dance itself.
Don commented, "It is the wish
of all those working on the entire
Homecoming program that the students take active partin the Homecoming celebrations."

Cents Will Elect
King of Hearts
from
Nominees
Valentolo
almost

time Is
here
again, and so is the annual selection
p.m.
of a "King of Hearts" to reign
over this February dance. NominaThese hours are now in effect.
tions were held last Thursday, and
the final contestants are: Mike Wilson, Jack McGoorty, John Kelly,
Jim Ray, and Don Navoni.
Voting will begin in the Chieftain on Open House Day, and will
be conducted by a "penny-a-ballot"
system. The winning contestant
will be crowned the night of the
Valentolo and will reign as "King
May.
of Hearts."
By JOE READ
Scott stated that he was greatly ond World War as a member of
This year's committee in charge
Germany
in
in
which
the
forces
occupation
the
manner
pleased
with
Major Wesley W. Scott, assistant
of the contest isheaded by Darlene
has
and
developed
France.
professor of military science and the Student Reserve
Risse and Mary Byrne, who urge
His wife, Elizabeth Scott, and
tactics, who has been a member of in the last few years.
SU students not to forget that all
naturally
"I
am
somewhat
reold,
past
years
for
the
three
his
12
will
faculty
son,
Michael,
the SU
proceeds will go to the March of
he
leave,"
added,
to
"for
at
the
luctant
conjoin the Major in Chili
years, is leaving
Dimes.
has
been
both
invigmy
work here
clusion of the schofll year.
Seattle some"So start hoarding that extra
orating and gratifying. Ibelieve
time in March
While Major Scott has expressed
change in your pocket and be sure
Spurs,
women's
working
honorary,
that
I
a
lot
service
here,
learned
reassignment
for
regret in leaving the University, a
is initiating a new method for the to vote for your favorite contestwith the students.
in Chili.
new arrival stated that he thought
ant," says Darlene. "It's up to the
fine
"This spring, there will be a
After several
that he would enjoy his tour of selection of pledges. According to students to make this year's conturnout of new officers, and my duty here. He is Captain William Cathy Corbett, president, women
weeks in Monstudents who wish to be considered test successful and fun for everyonly regret is that Icannot be H. Brinnon.
terey, where he
for membership should fill out one."
the
that
receive
day
they
there on
will undergo in"It
a
to
really
pleasure
will
be
They
activity
my
were
forms at the Information
their commissions.
tensive study of
first class, in 1952. Ithink that it serve on the ROTC staff," he Booth in the LA Building and put
the Spanish lanlooking forward them in
"and
I
stated,
am
the designated box. These
would be nice if I could return
guage, he will
to it."
activity blanks will be available at
report to Chili Maj. W. W. Scott some day."
Captain Brinnon, a native of Co- the end of each quarter and will
Major Scott, who has 12 years
starring
to supervise the use of United
lumbus, Ohio, recently finished 15 aid the pledge chairman and her
experience
him,
the
of
behind
Jeff
Army
by
Chandler
equipment
Army
and Debra Paget
States
active duty with the 780th committee to choose future Spurs.
Chilean Army. He will also act as formerly owned and operated a months'
CHIEFTAIN LOUNGE
Artillery in Korea.
Since membership in the organizaliaison officer between the two newspaper in Plains, Mont. He
Living with him in Seattle are tion is limited to sophomores, only
entered Officer's Candidate school
SUNDAY, JAN. 23
armies.
7:30 p.m.
Concerning the Cadet Corps at the age of 33, and served in his wife, Joanne, and his five-year- freshman women are eligible to
make application.
which he instructed here, Major Germany and France after the sec- old daughter, Jill.

Saturday
9:00

Captain Brinnon Joins ROTC Staff;
Major W. W. Scott Leaves In March

Spurs Change Rules
For 1955 Applicants

Bird of Paradise'
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speculations

"

Van
E<»

Parys

M. STECKLER

"
All That
off
Glitters
NOTES
the
cuff
"
JOE CANAVAN

A Catholic university teaches a
standard oftruth by which a chang-

ing world may be evaluated. That

changing world sets forth its own
values by which it intends to judge
human acts and accomplishments.
Today, the worldis ona gold standard. Any man can buy one hundred shares of Little Gem Tel and
Tel or forty acres of good grazing
land, if he has the dollar bills.
Even the standard of truth taught
in the Catholic universities can be
exchanged for a pay raise. "Every
man has a price," is the premise
upon which the business world
operates.

In Seattle, there is a Catholic
who has seven
daughters, five of whom are adopted. By any current method of accounting, these added daughters
have cost him a wealthy life. They
have meant the difference between
260 horsepower of fishtailed autoevent of the year. Is ours?
and the 90 horses of used
coming
Open
in
House
mobile
interested
the
really
many
groups
are
How
competition? How many students are attending the student dance? For car which he owns. They have cost
that matter, how many readers know the Homecoming schedule? Won- him a modern little home in a
dering about these questions, we started asking around campus. The beautiful district overlooking the
number who expressed any interest at all was small, pitifully small. lake and have forced him into an
nightmare
Worse yet, it consisted mostly of those closely concerned with the events. overgrown repairman's
The general student just remarked something like, "Oh, well, Idon't in a poor neighborhood.
No one ever promised this man
particularly care about it. It's just for the alumni." Now where did
this rumor start? Certainly, it is for the grads of SU. But it's not a new car, or house, for publicly
exclusively for them! This is the one time of the year when present denouncing his ideals of a Catholic
his situation sugstudents can get together and show former ones how much we've grown, family. Rather,
what we're like and how glad we are that we all can attend SU. This gested that maybe someone else
not-so-ancient writer can recall years when Homecoming plans were could better afford to take in an
carefully prepared, industriously executed and then carried out with orphan; or that he could do much
great success. And this was done by practically all members of the more for twodaughters rather than
student body. What's happened? Here again, we seem to be guilty of seven; or perhaps he owed his wife
at least a fur coat so that she could
that same old crime— WE JUST DON'T CARE!
appearance favorably
compare
A small handful of willing people have accepted the planning, with thather
of his associates' wives.
worrying, and waiting that comes with such a whole-scale event. Must
Yet, despite the cost and the
they do it alone? Let's get behind them. Cooperate in Open House and temptations to compromise or
sell
event
as
just
much
the other planned activities. Talk it up. It's our
his beliefs, he managed to acquire
as it is anyone else's. Let's make this, our golden anniversary Home- an appreciation of some system of
coming, really the biggest and best in the history of Seattle University.
reckoning which balanced his
books and raised the value of his
ideals beyond the realm of cars,
coats and cents.
Despite the similarity in the
'
Considering these methods of acLast Friday we were very fortunate in having the foremost jazz counting, at what price will the
quartet in the nation here at Seattle University. All those who attended standards taught at Seattle Unithe Dave Brubeck concert enjoyed an afternoon of musical entertainment versity be sold by its students?
second to none. Mr. Brubeck not only provided two hours of music, number of degrees offered at a
but devoted an afternoon talking informally to many students in the university, there is a broad differChieftain. This informal gathering after the concert was entertaining, ence in the degrees of knowledge
and appreciation accepted. The
end led many students to a greater appreciation of modern jazz.
The concert, while being a social success, was also a financial one. difference lies in the individual.
The proceeds of this event will go to the Homecoming Committee for
use in making this year's events the biggest and most memorable of all.
On their behalf and for myself Iwould like to thank Jim Plastino
and his group of many enthusiastic members who provided us with this
opportunity. Congratulations, Jim and all those who worked with you.
It was a job well done.
Each year around this time the students all begin to look forward
to Homecoming and its surrounding events. This year Ifeel that the
students are even more justified in their anticipation. To mention but
one of the happenings, Open House has the appearance of being the very
best yet. However, Iam certain that many clubs would aid themselves
and the school if they would participate in this event. Each club should
take part. They are not! WHY?
Back to Homecoming. The dance this year is at the Olympic Hotel
and justly so. The game will undoubtedly provide its usual thrills. All
in all, it appears as if 1955 will really be the biggest and best yet. Let's
all do our part to make it a success by supporting the many events
which will take place next week.
After three years of discussion and debating (maybe even arguing),
the Assembly Board has obtained club charters. (Our thanks to John
Duyungan for spearheading the obtaining of the charters.) These charTwo pair of three-corneredpants
ters are a symbol of membership in the ASSU and will entitle the holder
for the "Naughty Lady of Shady
to all rights as a recognized club on campus. All clubs who do not have
Lane."
of
the
other
meetings
any
or
a charter will not be given rooms for
The above winning Driddle was
benefits which aid in a successful club. However, before these may be
All
have
by Mike Lane.
must
first
be
fulfilled.
clubs
requirements
certain
obtained
There is no limit to the number
met these requirements with the exception of one. That requirement
is a simple one, namely, that each organization have a copy of its of driddles per week you may enconstitution on file in the ASSU office no later than January 26. No ter. Each drawing and caption must
be in ink. All entries are to be
charters will be granted unless this basic stipulation is fulfilled.
submitted to the Spec office not
Don't take it for granted that you have a constitution on file, check
and make sure. If you don't, then please have it in the ASSU office later than 2 p.m. Friday afternoon.
by next Wednesday. You need funds to run a club and no club will be This week you must work with a
able to draw money from the Treasurer's Office unless rt has a charter. straight line, any width or length,
plus a circle. Try your talents for
DARRELL BRITTAIN,
ASSU President
the Driddle king or queen crown.

Well, we waited as long as posisble before we said anything about
Homecoming, but so many people have been lamenting the lack of spirit
that we thought something had to be done. Now, we don't mean that
WE are the ones to do whathas to be done. All we can do is to mention
that student apathy is prevalent, but not commendable. The Homecoming celebration of a school is supposed to be the biggest and best

businessman

President's Column

Driddles

submitted

-^fP °^ « "

R. Caybcro

RsLOOKINfrX

lunch

Tif

"1 f\\\mi QUICKLvfV"

Well, the Dave Brubeck concert
was asuccess. What's gnore, Seattle
U will have another big-name outfit in the near future possibly

—

next year.
There were many difficulties involved in staging the concert. The
starting time was chief among
them. Many students, and outsiders, could not come because of
work.
Another thing that hurt was the
fact that the committee had only
five days to make preparations.
In spite of all the difficulties,
however, around 700 people saw
the renowned jazz artist perform
in the gym last Friday.
In reviewing the concert, one
thing stands out above all else.
That factor is the spirit of the

student body.
It has been a long, long time
since SeattleU has been filled with
such tremendous and vibrant enthusiasm. Last week nearly every
student was approached at least
once, and asked to buy a ticket.
Many were contacted three and

four times. Everywhere you went,
people seemed to be talking about
Brubeck. Everywhere you looked,
there seemed to be Brubeckposters.
Of this much, you can be certain. The display of enthusiasm
you saw last week didn't just happen by itself. It was the result of
the wholeheartedefforts of nearly
200 students, who wouldn't sit by
and see this event fail.
So much was done, in so little
time, that the man-hours involved
could never be estimated. To us,
it was both unbelievableand great"
ly inspiring.
We could not possibly mention
all of those who gave their time
and energy. Let it be sufficient to
mention the key figures connected
with the success of the show.
Top among them were Don Barrett, Bob Larsen, Ed Laigo, Jim

JIM PLASTINO

Murphy, Sy Simon and Cathy Corbett. No words of praise could sufficiently repay the three service
organizations: the Knights, the
Spurs and Alpha Phi Omega. These
men and women, leaders all, were
the real backbone of strengthTind
spirit.
Also on the list are Jack Sullivan, Ben Simon, Bob Bruck, Tony
Cozzetti, Jim Kizer, Jim Babcock,
Howard Leclair, Bernie Schmidt,
Ed Gallagher, John D. Ward, Al
Krebs, Charlynn Gibbons, Joan
Bailey, Anita Pecchia, Marilyn
Steckler and Darrell Brittain.
Fathers A. A. Lemieux, S.J.,Robert Rebhahn, S.J., and Daniel
Reidy, S.J., all gave their cooperation, which proved so invaluable.
Our list concludes with Willard
Fenton, who made possible the use
of the gym.
Our eternal gratitude to each and
every one of you, plus all those
we could not mention. You have
shown that school spirit is far from
dead on this campus.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH,

SEATTLE U.
"

"

"

As far as Brubeck himself goes,
we believe that he displayed all
of the talent and creative genius
that has earned him the title, "King
of Jazz."
Dave's piano work showed to
best advantage his comprehensive
knowledge of the many techniques
of musical artistry. Paul Desmond's interpretations on the saxophone were equally outstanding.
After the performance, Dave
spent two hours at the Chieftain
talking to some of the students.
He told us, "It was a wonderful
audience and everything went fine.
enjoyed playing at Seattle U very
I
much."
Well, we enjoyed having you,
Dave.
"Thirty"

The Man
in the

Dog House
"

JIM SABOL

Just how the heck observant are you, any old way? Do you throw
away the instructions before you use the contents? Next time you buy
a bottle of aspirin (I presume that you use aspirin if you read this
column), read the pamphlet of directions inside the box. You will probably be surprised to learn that there are instructions printed in six
languages, no foolin': German, Polish, Italian, Swedish, Yiddish, and
of course, English. Don't believe me, eh? Bet you didn't know that
aspirin will relieve (and this ought to really increase my popularity"
with the typesetters) Kopfschmerzen, Kopferkaltungen, Neuralgia, Mus
kelschmerzen, AND Gurglen zum beheben leichter halsentzundungen.
"Two tableten oder kapseln in einem drittel glass wasser und gurgle
keepen shutt."
mit gusto un derbig mouthen un nachzuspulen
"

"

"

—

Notes in the Ruff: Our gym may not be the best in the world but
and
being in there for the second Regis game seemed like old times
the net result in spectator enthusiasm was readily evident. Somehow
things just don't seem right down at the Civic where the nearest student seat is twenty feet from the playing floor. Anybody got a spare
. Ouch, that reminds me isn't it time for ye olde tuition
million?
installment to equally ye olde loan company? What? You too!
Homecoming is well-nigh upon us. "GoldenMemories" is the theme
for this year's fiftieth observance. I wonder if there are any grads
from the class of '05 who still return to the scene of their collegiate
capers (and don't tell me they didn't caper). What changes in our
campus since then, eh? But, on the other hand, the Science Building
would still be familiar; scholastic philosophy hasn't changed, and

—

..

. ..

oooops!
Seriously, this department really looks forward to Homecoming
and the Open House program. In our estimation no single event of
the year breathes so much of the good old friendly spirit of our fair
institution as Open House. Wouldn't miss it for the world. Add one
super dance (separate this year, don't forget) plus the added attractionperformance of the razzle-dazzle ball club and you just wind up with
the bestest dol ding three days of merry-making and whoopee you'll
ever hope to have in all your ding bustin days on this here lilol' campus.
Okay, okay, so I'm on the committee.

Father

.

'

*

" "

"
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Highlights
of
LIFE
" MARY
MOE

Seminar
. .. Scandanavian
All Students
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KUOW Presents

3

Open to

Tuesday, Jan. 25:
On Stage ("On Their Toes"), 7:45
p.m.
Since 1949, both graduates and
presented during the week beginThis is a series of interviews
To see life, to see the world, to ning Thursday, Jan. 20, through with outstanding people in the the- undergraduates have been offered
These Thursday, Jan. 27.
eyewitness great events.
atrical world. Each interview is the opportunity of living and
are the objectives that make Life
on questions pertaining ;to studying for a year in the Danish
based
Jan.
20:
Thursday,
magazine. Sometimes accomplished
the legitimate theater which are folk schools or residential colleges.
by a single picture, sometimes in Gardens of Musicland, 4:30 p.m.
submitted by high school students This year, as an alternative to
ten, they represent the core of
This week's presentation on the from New York and other large Denmark, students may select Norevery issue. Here is a preview of Standard School Broadcast pro- cities. Featured in the tenth pro- way, Sweden or Finland as their
the stories to come in the editions gram will consist of arrangements gram in the series is an interview country of study. They may also
of '55.
of melodies and rhythms into con- with Miss Liane Plane, Ballet The- carry out research in their particThe Development of Man
trasted groups and pattern-forms, atre dancer, titled"On Their Toes." ular field of interest during their
jtay at the folk schools. Each stuTurning from the purely physi- derived from the dance music of
Wednesday, Jan. 26:
cal world, Life will document the the 17th and 18th centuries.
Masterworks from France, 4:30 dent will be assigned an advisor
in his field, and the February field
development of man. To cope with
p.m.
Friday, Jan. 21:
trip will be used primarily for inthe problems of today's world, Front Row, Center, 7:00 p.m.
comFrench
contemporary
Two
dependent research or for visiting
modern man must rely on the phyposers will be featured on this
As another in its series of pro- week's program. Transcribed dur- institutions which pertain to his
sical, mental and emotional legacy
handed down by our forebears
grams dealing with Broadway ing the recent festival, it was held study project in any or all of the
men of the Stone Age and before. show music, KUOW will feature at the Chateau of Sceaux which Scandinavian countries.
In surviving those arduous days, the new original cast recording of was given over to music written
The seminar members will, as
Early Man had constantly to sharp- the hit musical Fanny. Heard in by a group of musicians who had previously, achieve a close contact
en his hunting instincts, his social this recorded program will be Ezio all studied under the famous mas- with the people by learning a
faculties, his reasoning powers, his Pinza, Walter Slezak and William ter, Dukas.
Scandinavian language while in
dexterity. The degree to which he Tabbert singing the roles they creFrance is pro- the country of their choice. They
from
Masterworks
succeeded or failed is our heritage ated on the Broadway stage. The duced in Paris by the French will live with several families durtoday.
music for this hour-long program Broadcasting System for Radio ing the first few months and paris writtenby Harold Rome andthe
Big News, Big Pictures
ticipate in a series of group semiStation KUOW.
nars. These include intensive lanConstantly experimenting and cast is directed by Joshua Logan.
Thursday, Jan. 27:
guage study and courses on the
developing its lead story techMonday, Jan. 24:
African Adventure, 8:15 p.m.
cultural background of Scandinanique, Life will bring more smash- Man's Right to Knowledge, 7:30
Adventure,"
series,
The
"African
via. During the five months at a
ing news-picture stories like the p.m.
by
has been taped on-the-scene
folk school, students will fdllow
recent Hurricane Carol, Conquest
This final show in the series will Vickey Corey in Africa. Miss Corey the same curriculum as that of
of K-2, Dior Fashions, Politicians
portraying gives samples of music, conducts their Scandinavian classmates.
on Tour, and big stories that can feature Alfred Drake
the
character
"Gandhi."
The interviews, gives the sounds of Afof
only be told in pictures. Here
The folk schools were started in
Wishengrad,
is rican cities and native villages.
script,
by
Morton
often in color they will pass in
by Grundtvig, Denmark's in1844
in
the
series
JanNumber
ten
on
prejudice
victory
over
and
of the
review.
ternationally
recognized educator
uary
27
is
entitled:
"Costermanstradition won by Gandhi on behalf
and theologian and a contemporary
America's Cultural Heritage
of the untouchables of India.
ville and Volcanoes."
In at least six brisk portfolios
there will be a presentationof the
results of a year's original research
in American art and design. Itwill
be an exciting pictorial narrative
of how present-day American culture developed. How skyscrapers,
automatic machines, modern paintings and mass-producedappliances
trace much of their spirit and style
to the graceful clipper ships, longrifles, steam engines and ingenuous
WHAT'S THIS?
paintings of the nation's earlier art/7S*
Fo solution see
craftsmen.
ists and

Ardent radio fans! The follow-

ing program highlights are listed
for your enjoyment. They will be

...

—

—

of Kierkegaard's. They have proven
to be ideal for the purpose of the
Seminar, for they, perhaps more
than any other single institution
in Scandinavia, reflect the life and
culture of the people.
The cost of the entire ninemonth program, including board,
room and tuition, is $800 plus
travel. Two $400 scholarships are

available.
For brochure, applicationblanks
and further information write to
American Scandinavian Council
for Adult Education, 127 East 73rd
Street, New York 21, New York.

—

"Do you still think 'charge it' ia
such a magic word?"

1 MORE LUCKY DROODLES !MORE IAUGHS!
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This series will kindle a greater
zest for America's own robust past
by uncovering the imaginative artistic output of the days of Yankee
Doodle, the Opening of the West
and the Gilded Age of the 90s.
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Great Religions of the World
Brilliant photographs and paint-

ings plus expressive text

combine
to make the series, "Great Religions of the World," a vivid adventure. Here you will probe the
—
complexities of Oriental faiths

fIOURI fIGHT SKATID

C
Eastern

NAilcko

observe their impressive rites, sacred temples, ageless customs and
conventions that have so much
meaning and importance for millions of people outside our nation.
Modern Living
Ideas to help make every home
more liveable, more beautiful indoors and out, are illustrated in
this series. What's new in gadgets,
decoration, furnishings, room arrangements, how to add new beauty to old households, and dozens
of practical photo demonstrations
show you how inventive Americans

—
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I
Love You Madly
2. Barefoot Contessa
3. Earth Angel

1.

4. Kok omo
5. Tweedle Dee

6. Hearts of Stone
7. Crazy Otto
8. No More
9. Sincerely
10. Mobile

11. Dim, Dim the Lights
12. Stardust Mambo
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EARN *25!
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Lucky Droodles* are pouring in!
Where are yours? We pay $25 for all
or rnanv we don't use.
we UBe> a
So send every originalDroodlein your
noodle, with its descriptive title, to
Lucky Droodle, P. O. Box 67, New
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THEY'RE CLAMORING FOR THEMI Who? Students. What? Luckies. Coast to
coast, dormitory to dormitory, college smokers prefer Luckies to all other
brands, according to the greatest up-to-datest college survey. Again, the
No. 1reason forLuckies' wide lead: Luckies taste better. They taste better,
first of all,because Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"— the famous Lucky Strike process—
tones up Luckies' mild, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
go enjOy the better-tasting cigarette
Lucky Strike. But don't be like
the man in the Droodle above, titled: Pickpocket acquiring Luckies. Make
sure y° u have plenty of your own. Buy Luckies by the carton.

Harry Truman.

The following tunes have been
compiled according to votes cast
by students on campus.
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live today.
Other interesting articles coming
include: Men of Genius, Fashion
News, Treasury of Fine Writings,
Photographic Essays and Memoirs
of Important Personages such as
General Douglas MacArthur and

Tunes
"Top
FRANC SCHUCKARDT

I'
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HIGHWAY

Barbara Sprung
Brooklyn College

rOK

GRASSHOPPIRS

B. D. Toepfer

Univenity of Oregon

cleaner, fresher, smoother:
America's leadino manufacturer of

cigarettes
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SPOUTS

COMMENT

"Sport, rightly understood, is an occupation of the whole man and, while
perfecting the body, it also makes the mind a more refined instrument for the

—

search and ocnimnnication of truth."

Pope

Pius XII

SUPER
CHIEF

ENROUTE?

By AL KREBS

Chieftains Face
Wichita Tonight
—
Denver, Jan. 20
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PRE-INVENTORY SALE
" GIFTS
CHILDREN'S WEAR
LOTS OF BARGAINS

wii <;ni\r<;

1219 MadiBon

Near Campus and Marycrest
For Your Convenience—We Gift-Wrap and Mail Gifts

THE OLYMPIC NATIONAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
announces the appointment of

JOSEPH CANAVAN
to its Seattle Agency
FOR APPOINTMENT

PHONE EAst 8105

—

Seattle University basketball coach
Al Brightman loaded 12 of his
Chieftain varsity basketball players on a United Air Lines plane
Tuesday morning as the Seattle
quintet embarked on a cage invasion of three states to play a trio
of games in four days.
Brightman's Braves were up

Spectator Sports Editor
It has often been said that before an individual or group of individuals go out into the world to try and spread fame for themselves
or for that which they represent, they should be sure "that their own
house is in order." Being one that strives for a certain amount of
ascertainment in his writing, we would like to explore and go into
some detail about Seattle University's student athletic system.
Announcing the winter quarter at Seattle U, the "Schedule of
Classes" showed five courses offered by the Physical Education Department. Two of these classes were freshman and varsity intercollegiate
basketball, leaving the other three courses open to those students majoring in physical education. It would be difficult for a school of our size
to expand this program as we have no facilities to carry on student
athletics, as do the majority of other American universities.
How then are students going to find an athletic outlet Tor their
training; and development? Certainly the principle of educating the
"whole man, body and soul" should not be by-passed at Seattle U.
The answer to this need is undoubtedly intramural sports.
At the present time SU has two active intramurals, basketball and
bowling. Two others are at present inactive, football and speedball,
the former having just completed a successful season and the latter,
an almost forgotten sport, being planned for in the not too distant
future. Yet even with these activities, a school that has practically no
physical education program has an intramural system that receives a
very small portion of the students' time and interest.
History shows that within-the-schoolathletics date back as far as
1791 in American colleges, first starting at Princeton University and
being adopted here at Seattle U in the eatly 19305. The programdeveloped at SU, reaching its peak in the 1949-1950 school year.
The following year Chieftain basketball and baseball teams started
gaining national prominence in intercollegiate sports, and the students
of the school turned from their own sports interests to these two teams
around
that werenow competing in the "big time." At the present timeleagues.
300 students are engaged in the three prominent intramural
Roughly this is 13% of the student body.
A successful in-the-school sports program, education experts tell
us, must have a much higher percentage of student participation, especially in a school that isn't carrying any kind of a comprehensive physical education program.
In attacking this situation we must realize that this schools foreOur
most problem in developing intramurals is the lack of facilities.
own gymnasium being in use practically every weekday for freshman
and varsity basketballpractice adds greatly to the problem of any large
indoor or outdoor playing surfaces that would be available to college
students in the immediate area.
challenge
To conquer a problem such as this would be a definite
develop
solution
would
college,
plan
but
to
and
a
of
to the students this
certainly brand the Seattle student body leaders in the field of college
these probintramural sports. With the students shouldering and meetingpart
to say
lem* It would not be too much of an assumption on our
faculty
the
would
the
Athletic
Board
and
Department,
the
Athletic
that
way
encourage and contribute any help to the students In whatever
was possible.
This has already been clearly illustrated by the entrance of the
"Old Folks" team in this year's intramural basketball league, as the
entire squad is composed of lay and Jesuit faculty members. Also
the
indicative of this interest is the continued attendance of faculty atyear.
various school athletic contests staged during the course of the
Students forget that an intramural program is not just made up
of the major sports such as football, baseball and basketball, but that
there is a type of activity to suit the individual taste of everyone. Such
sports as tennis, skiing, track and field, ping-pong, chess, horseshoes,
boxing, golf, wrestling, horseback riding, badminton, sailing, volleyball,
bowling and many others all go into the makeup of a well-rounded
sports program in college.
These activities can and should be available to all Seattle University students.
With the approaching baseball season comes an additional idea
from "Sports Comment" that has already been well received among
college students the nationover, mixed Softball.The game is played by
girls
the regulation Softball rules and the teams are composed of five
first
base.
boy
and
a
at
girl
pitching
with
a
boys
and five
Various clubs about campus can also suggest and help further the
interest in the intramural program by sponsoring various meets and
tournaments in various fields of sport during the school year. Already
the APO's annual smoker, featuring boxing and wrestling, the Seattle
Track and Field Club's yearly cross-country and track program, and
the Skiing and Sailing Clubs' seasonal activities are helping to play
an important part in the students' sports program at Seattle University.
Again with ideas such as mixed softball and all the others that
may be suggested in the future we are faced with the same challenge,
that of facilities. Seattle U, though, Iam sure can find an answer if
there is a combined effort by the students, possessing a firm desire to
enlarge and better not only these forementioned ideas, but others in
the over-all intramural program.
To use a common and much-used saying, "Where there is a will,
there is a way."

(Special)

early this morning after last night's
Regis game, to catch a 7 a.m. flight
from Denver via Continental Airlines for Wichita and a game tonight with the Wichita University
Wheatshockers in the Forum.
The Chiefs will be on the move
again Friday morning, catching an

11:40 a.m. flight via Braniff Airlines from Wichita to Oklahoma
City where Seattle will meet the
OCUChiefs in the Municipal Auditorium on Saturday night.
The Chiefs will start on their
return trip to Seattle on Sunday
aboard a 10:23 a.m. Braniff airliner
to Denver, where they will transfer to a United Airlines plane
which is due to land at SeattleTacoma Airport at 6:35 p.m. that

evening.
The meeting with Regis was the
third of the season between the
two schools, Regis having dropped
a pair to the Chiefs in Seattle last
week end. The game with Wichita
and OCU will be the return por(Continued on Page Fivt)

POINTS FOR CHIEFS: Dick Stricklin (21) of Seattle U breaks
through for a shot at basket in recent Regis game. Mickey Shannon (behind Stricklin) and Al Hower (12) watch Stricklin.

Basketball Roundup:

Of Debts and Doubts
By

J. KOVAL
Do two basketball games hold, In themselves, the power to damn
or elevate a team for the season? That could well be the provoking
situation that Al Brightman and his traveling twelve fly into this next
trio of evenings.
Playing the "come into my den" role this year are Wichita U and
Oklahoma City. They will undoubtedly be the strongest competition the
Chieftains will face this year.
They both realize that Seattle ing parade, Regis fell short.
In his_twin triumphs Brightman
University is depending on these
games to catch the eye of a possible hopes to have solidified a little
fairy godmother and they mean to more of that solution which apdash the Chieftain glass slipper pears to be jelling into a wellinto many unrecognizable pieces. balanced and poised team.
If it is not prominent in the minds
Aside from the fact that Dick
of the Chieftains, it is in the minds Stricklin owned an air-lane to the
of Oklahoma City and Wichita. basket and both Stan Glowaskiand
They have a debt to repay.
Cal Bauer made use of their longIn some quarters Regis College term leases of like paths, the Chiefs
was looked upon as likely takers looked like a team. Regardless of
of last week's two-game series. the amount of talent on any team,
They seemed to have been getting if they will not play together and
their bruises from morehefty foes, use each member of that team to
whileless potent fives were giving his ultimate best advantage they
the Chiefs their hard knocks.
can look disgustingly "bushy" and
Regardless of diverse opinions, second rate. That was what brought
the maroon and white left little the sparkle to one Albert Brightbehind for the skeptic, to use as man's eye. The Chiefs were playing
offensive harassment. Regis had together.
a fine-looking ball team. Possibly
In basketball-landitis now mida Flanagan, with the green and season. The potential "Cinderella
gold of Regis inspiring him, to go Fives" are fast approaching their
along with another son of Erin, enchanting hour. The beautiful
Mickey Shannon, would have been princesses: LaSalle, Duquesne and
of some assistance. Yet, even with Kentucky, are eager for the ball
Shannon leading the basket-burn- to begin that they might prove

Friendly to Your Clothes

5 POINT CLEANERS

Frosh Meet
UW, Studs

Seattle University's freshman
squad opens an interesting week of
basketball next Monday, Jan. 24.
The Papooses collide with the
Cheney Studs of the Northwest International League.

On January 28, in a preliminary
game to the SeattleU-Loyola varsity contest, the Papooses play host

to the Grays HarborJunior College
quintet at the Civic Auditorium.
The next evening the Papooses
go across town for the second in a
series of two games with the University of Washington frosh.
Cheney Studs, a team including

many former Seattle U players,
have won four of nine contests in

league action. Such names as Bob
Hedequist, Ray Moscatel, Jack Doherty, and Don Ginsberg appear on
Coach Joe Budnick's roster. Doherty and Hedequist,the Studs' top
scorers, have both scored over the
century mark. Ray Moscatel had
91 points at the last official tally.

BillFenton's crew will be seeking revenge at Washington, after
the heart-breaking 79-78 loss suffered recently in the local gym.
Washington is led by Bruno Bom,
Franklin High's all-stater, andKen
Armstrong, 6 ft. 6 in. forwardfrom
Sandpoint, Idaho.
themselves the "fairest of them
all."
The Ned Irishes and the NCAA
will soonbe awakening after a long
winter's nap, lean and hungry
hungry for the tastiest, most delectable morsels in their domain.
They will both be vicing to outshine the other in the spread of
their table. Manners may wellbe
forgotten until the insatiable urge
is satisfied. In the midst of allthis
stands the wandless Horace Albert

—

Brightman and his 12 un-pumpkinlike Chieftains.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

text to Chieftain Cafe
v*sSV
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1112 Broadway
Beautiful and Varied Selection of

WEDDING and
ENGAGEMENT RINGS
20% Discount to AH Seattle V Students!
TERMS IF DESIRED

FRANK KIEFNER
512 BROADWAY NORTH

Across from the A& P Parking Lot
Member of Knights of Columbus and St. Joseph's Parish

JOE SHERIFFS
Richfield Service

" BRAKES
" LUBRICATION
" LIGHT REPAIRS
" WHEEL BALANCING

11th and East Madison
(Across

from Student Union

Bldg.)
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INTRAMURAL LEAGUES OPEN WINTER SEASON PLAY
TEN-GAME STATISTICS
FGA FG

Stan Glowaski
Cal Bauer
Dick Stricklin

John Kelly
Ken Fuhrer
Bob Godes
Bob Malone
Larry

Sanford

Tom Cox
Jack Hoskins
Bob Martin
Al Giles
Bill Bigley
Jerry Vaughan

.-.
...»

117
96
116
65
66
74
45
33
22

63
44
44

31

20
17
17
12

10

5
12
5
2

6

3
2
4
1
1

...

Pet.FTAFT
.538 62 36

.458 75
.374 45
.477 21
".303 60
.230 29
.378 13
.364
5
.273
5
.300
8
.400
3
.333 5
.200
2
.500
2

50
21

10
37

14
11

2

2
6
3
2
2
0

Pet. Reb.
.581 104
.667 53
.467 54
.467 40
.617 48
.483 32
.846 17
.400 22
.400
9
.750 1
1.000
1
.400 10
1.000
0
.000
1

Gropper Posts Argonauts, 90
Top Pin Series Loyola Cubs, 19

PF TP Avgr.
23 162 18.C
26 138 15.3

18 109 12.1

24
19
20
24

72
77
48
45

9.0
8.6

14 26

2.9

12 14
4 12
4
7
15 10
1 4
1 2

By FRANK PIRO

Seattle U's bowlers opened the
winter quarter last Wednesday
with twelve teams entering the
battle for the Chieftain League

5.3
5.0
2.0
2.0
1.4
1.4
1.0
.7

championship.
On the individual scene, however, the scores reached new highs
for the school year, as Marilyn
Gropper, and newcomer Don Haberman garnered both series and in-

dividual honors for the afternoon.

Husky Pups Score
Narrow 79-78 Win
By

JACK SULLIVAN

Last weekend at Stevens Pass,
three SeattleU skiers racing under
the auspices of the Seattle Junior
Chamber of Commerce, led the
field in their respective divisions.
The Forelaufer Ski Club's giant
slalom was the occasion, and Chieftains Byron Dickenson, Ron McMullen and Tom Morrow won the
Class A, B and C men's races, re-

RICHARD STREIDICKE
a large and enthusiastic home crowd, Coach WilPlaying before

lard Fenton's Seattle Papooses
dropped a narrow 79-78 basketball
encounter to the University of

CLEO LITTLETON, who boasts
a 17.8 average,leads the Wichita
Wheatshockers tonight against
the Seattle U Chieftains.

Washington frosh squad last Friday night.
Clair Markey, high point man
for the night with 28, started the
rally to put the froeh into a 10-2
lead in the first three minutes of
the game. The Husky Pups left
the floor at halftime with a 47-40

Three State Trip
(Continue/I from Page Four)

tion of a home-and-home series.
Seattle split a twin bill with the
Wheatshockers
last Season at Seatlead.
tle, losing the first, 82-68, and then
In the second half the Pups con- winning the second game, 89-77.
tinued to hold the leading edge,
Seattle upset OCU twice last seaspectively.
until the last three minutes.
son, 79-64 and 55-49, in the highDickenson and McMullen were
The Papooses took a slim lead light of the collegiate basketball
members of last year's SU squad of 76-75, but could not freeze the season in Seattle.
which placed second in thenational ball to run out the clock. Dailey
Coach Brightman rates his team
championships. Morrow is a fresh- was fouled with one minute re- definite underdogs for the games
man, who raced for Seattle Prep maining. Missing the shot, Mc- with Wichita and Oklahoma City.
Donald tipped in the two points to "We've been improving steadily
last year.
Dickenson's time of 1:53.3 was again put the Pups in the lead. after a slow start," the Chieftain
r-xactly four seconds ahead of Ted Another deceptive hook shot by mentor said, "but I don't think
Hill's second-place time. Hill races Bruno Bom, high for the UW frosh we've come along fast enough to
for the Huskies. McMullen turned with 20, made it 79-76.
up to the calibre of these
Markey was fouled in the last measure
in a 1:25.4 performance, while
two clubs."
second of the game. MaTang~b"btn
Morrow was timed at 1:26.1.
The fame with Regis was a
Hartley Paul won the Junior free throws, Markey raised the homecoming for Sanford, whose
final total to 78.
Novice event in 1:22.0, which would .
home-town is Denver;he was gradClose to the top scoring honors
have placed him in a tie for eighth
from Manual High.
night's
game was Don Mo- uated
in the Class A race. Hartley is a of the
The three-state tour will give
senior at Lakeside, and is racing seid, with 23 points.
chance to get
The Papooses controlled the the Chiefs a good
for the Jaycees.
their offensive potential sharpened
backboards throughout the game, for Loyola, conquerors of powerful
This Jaycee team is new this but had little control of the long
USC, whom the Chiefs play on
year, and it looks like the idea is
field goals made by the Pup five. January
28 in Seattle as both their
paying off. The Jaycee racers swept
The well-roundedscoring punch
and the University's Homethe men's races last weekend,iand of the Papooses
was
too much for own
coming event.
they are improving every week.
the Vancouver, 8.C., Cloverleafs,
Watch for ex-Jaycees in the '56
as the freshmen hustled to a close
O'ympics.
62-60 decision in the preliminary INTRAMURAL LEAGUE
Currently the Jaycees are trying contest.
"A" LEAGUE
to raise money to carry on, and we
(Wednesday inclusive)
The
win evened the frosh's rec*
W. L. Pet.
would like this opportunity to urge ord in the Northwest League at
Name
Mother's Boys
1
0 1.000
all skiers to support them.
five wins and five losses.
1
0 1.000
Argonauts
CLASS A MEN
Don Moseid, all-star from Sta- George's Boys
1 0 1.000
1, Byron Dickenson, Jaycee, 1:14.3;
1
0 1.000
dium of Tacoma, topped the APO .__"2, Ted Hill. U.W., 1:18.3;
0
1
.000
1
Folks
3, Gordon Mills, Pengin, and Phil SeaPapooses with 15 points. Clair Old
0
1
.000
1
Slow Pokes
born. Javcee,1:19.0;
Markey and Herb Wein each Loyola Cubs
0
1
.000
1
5, Herb Thomas, Jaycee, 1 :20.2.
0
1
.000
1
scored ten for the winners. Bob McHugh
CLASS B MEN
"B" LEAGUE
Pickel, Vancouver's high scoring
1, Ron McMullen, Jaycee, 1:25.4;
(Wednesday inclusive)
*
2, Martin Anderson, Sun Valley,1:26.0;
forward, took scoring honors with
Name
W. L. Pet.
3, Hal Ryan, Penguins,1:27.0;
22 points.
1
0 1.000
Mort's Boys
1

...

4, Dave Ridgeway,Everett, 1:28.0;
5, Tim Flood, Jaycee. 1:34.0.
CLASS C MEN
1, Tom Morrow, Jaycee, 12:6.1;
2, Ben Hughes, U.W., 1:27.2;
3, John Parrott, U.W., 1:28.0;
4, Fritz Holt, Penguin, 1:30.2;
5, Tom Anderson, Pilchuck. 1:30.4;
6, Tom Roe, Chieftains, 1:31.0.

Lesser Defeated
In Golf Playoff
—

Sea Island, Ga., Jan. 16. Mary
Lena Fauld of Thomsville, Ga.,
won amateur honors in the Sea
Island Ladies' Open Golf tournament whenshe defeated Pat Lesser
of Seattle University on the third
hole of a "sudden death" playoff.
Both finished the 36 holes with
158. In the playoff, Miss Lesser
bogied the third hole by missing
a four-foot putt as Fauld paired.

Both amateur playoff contestants
were tied at the end of the 18-hole
grind with 38-39
77 scores over
the tough 6,253-yard course.

—

Catholic Gift Headquarters

Kaufer Co.
1904 Fourth Aye.

Chieftain Pair
inPan-Am Games
Dick Naish and Ken Kane of
Seattle University were granted

approval Friday by Chieftain
athletic officials to participate on

Pakendiers

1

Rainiers

1

Hill Toppers

Vet's Hall
Loyola Lions
Regis Hall

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

IKs
0
"Games behind leader.
LATE SCORES
George's Boys 37, Slow Pokes 36.
APO 40, Old Folks 26.
Mort's Boys 60, IKs 27.

the U. S. amateur baseball team
in next month's Pan-American
Games at Mexico City.
Both were standout performers for Joe Budnick's Cheney
Studs team which reached the
finals in the ABC tournament at
Watertown, S. P., last summer.
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ola Cubs, 90-19.
High point man for the Argonauts was Bill Squibb, with 18, the

only player of the starting lineup
to play over half of the game.
Keith Ewing, high with five points,

and his team were welloutclassed
the winning five.
The three other victories were
not as decisive as the preceding.
The Mother's Boys, material from
the champion intramural football
Billy's Boys team, defeated McHugh Hall,69-37. High were:Mike
Wilson with 20, Mother's Boys;
Gene Boe and Fred Mercy, 10 each,
from McHugh Hall.
The closest game played was at
1:10 Monday, when the Rainiers
FatherMichael Toulouse, S.J., with upset Regis Hall by one point,
individual averages of 182, 175, and 29-28.
The Pakendiers edged the Loyola
170, respectively.
Bowling will be resumed next Lion ball club, 48-43. The Lions
Wednesday at the NEW starting failed to spark until the last quartime of 1:30 p.m. at Broadway ter, where they closed the gap from
20 points behind.
Bowl

.

by

-

REGIS SEATTLE U BOX SCORES
SEATTLE (89)

......

Glowaski, f
Codes. £

Stricklin. c

Bauer, g
Malone, g
Kelly, f
Fuhrer, c
Sanford, £
Martin, g

SEATTLE U (89)
FG
3
1
12
8

FT
2
0
3
12

12

8
0
0

0

4
0
0
0

PF
2
1

TP
8
2
27
1
1
28
2
4
2
20
10
10

10

REGIS (78)
FT
PF
TP
5
0
5
10
7
3
2
17
12
4
4
Hogerwoerfer, g . 6
5
3
17
Cavlns, g
0
2
10
5
3
4
4
10
Gatens. g
Bollwerk, f
2
0
14
Sermonet. c
0
2
0
2
Street, c
2
0
0
4
Free Throws missed: Seattle Glowaski 2, Stricklin 2. Bauer, Kelly 3;
Regis Hower, Bollwerk 2, Sermonet.
Shannon, c
Hower, f
Eckhard, f

FG

—

—

Patronize Our Advertisers!

"

Glowaski, f
Codes, fStricklin, c
Bauer, g
Malone, g
Kelly, f
Fuhrer, c
Hoskins, g
Giles, f
Martin, g
Cox, g

FG
4

FT
0
2
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Seattle U. Home Alley
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FREE INSTRUCTION
FOR BEGINNERS
Reserve an Alley and Bring the Gang

The RestaurantNear
Your Campus

Bob Kelly, Manager

1219 Broadway North

"

Phone Minor 5235
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Seattle U Skiers
Win Three Titles

Miss Gropper, in fact, turned in
the ,highest lady's score in four
years with a 520 series on games
of 186, 186 and 156. Her 187 was
also the lady's high game for the
day. To finish the afternoon activities, Miss Gropper also turned in
the best individual average a 173.
Two M. G.s Marilyn Gromko
and Marilyn Gedda, trailedthe first
place M. G., Miss Gropper, with
individual averages of 151 and 130
and series scores of 452 and 390.
In the men's division, Haberman
scoreda series high of 588 on games
of 193, 187, and 208. Roy Gorud
scored the high individual game,
however, with a mark of 225.
For the afternoon, Haberman
topped the field with an individual
average of 196. Trailing Haberman
were Gorud, Albie Anderson, and

By JIM KIZER
games
Four
have been played to
start the intramural basketball season off with a big bang. It is surprising to look at the team rosters.
All teams, both from the "A"
League and the "B" League, have
very good material.
The Argonauts feature Jack Doherty, Bruce Lang, Johnny Haberle, Bill Squibb and Denny Murphy
as their starting five.
The Argonauts made their first
crack at winning the "A" League
championship, by beating the Loy-

'
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Ryan, Robert
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Abhold, Sr. Mary Loretta
Alin, Roy
Andrews, Robert

Armstrong, Welborn
Bentz, Bernard
Blomquist, Barbara
Campbell, Thomas
Clayberg, Richard
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Corbett, Catherine
Devlin, Walter
Ditter, Marlene
Dueber, Ina
Gallucci, John
Gallucci, Joseph
Ginet, Sr. Miriam
Gosha, Judith
Hawley, Wilfrid

Hibbard, Patricia
Hosey, Joanne
Kane, Sally
Karasek, Donna

Kendrick, Frances

Kimlinger, Dorothy
Sr. Mary Bernioe
jmbeth, James

lohles,

and, William

am, William

liter, Suzanne

iurphy, Gerald

Pearson, Sr. M. Jordan
Poelzer, Dolores
Ruffner, Dean
Sullivan, Noreen
Valiquette, Sr. Annette Marie
Wallace, Lois
Wolfe, Benedict
Worsley, Stephen

Zezeus, Pauline

Schock, Sheila
Starcevich, George
Swift, Sharon
Tonda, Morris
Umino, Ichiro
Wilson, Garnett
Wilson, Patrick
Wolfe, M. Erlene

Specs of News

be discussed and chairmen and
committees for the- affair will be

Rev. Fred Harrison, S.J., Moderator of the newly formed Literary
Discussion Group, requests.that all
who wouldlike to join leave their
names and addresses on his desk
in the English Department office
located in the Faculty Offices. The
organization is open to all students
interested in literature. Groups
will be conducted in the form of
seminars and panel discussions on
literary subjects of common inter-

Movie Program

chosen.

ASSU movie board, at a meeting
last week, announced the revision
of the winter quarter movie schedule. The change was necessary because of conflicting dates.
New schedule is as follows:
Bird of Paradise Jam 23.
My Cousin Rachel Feb. 6.
est.
" " "
Desert Song
Feb. 20.
The
Keys of the Kingdom
committee for the HomeMarch 6.

3.5

—

Darcy, James

Diederich, Sr. Maryanna
Di Julio, Margaret

—

Ewings, Albert
Galbraith, Dixie
Ham, Betty

Herber, William
Horn, Richard
Hurd, Ann

—

—

coming game needs members to

Because of cigarettes scattered
on the floor, smoking will not be
permitted at future movies. However, there will be a ten-minute
intermission. This ruling will be
enforced by A Phi O's or Knights,
depending on which organization
arranges the performance.
Lorraine Csonka, Jerry Norum
and Rich Toohey were appointed
to investigate other possible sources
of movies than the present outlet.
According to a financial report
given by Margie Van Parys, expenditures taken out of proceeds
of each movie include a city tax
of 2 per cent and the price of the
movie, whichis either $20 for black
and white or $30 for colored film.
Last year's profit of $125.67, plus

Kelly, John

Kohlruss, Mary
Lane, Barbara
Lundmark, Karen
Matthies, Lucy
Murphy, James
Murphy, Marie
Myrick, Phyllis
Navoni, Donald

Olwell, David
Pearson, Joanne
Poisson, David
Rusch, Richard
Scalzo, Donald
Shivers, Shirley
Skahill, George
Stafford, Marbary
Stevens, Virginia
Wheeler, Fred
Windh, Carl

Seattle University students today were invited to attend the
second March of Dimes Benefit
Dance to be held Saturday evening, Jan. 22, at 9 o'clock, at the
Chamber of Commerce, 215 Columbia St. The cabaret dance is
being presented by the American Fraternal and Protective
Association and chaired by
Byron W. Garrett. Donation is
$1.50, and music will be by the
Floyd Franklin tombo. All prt>ceeds will be donated to^jie
Seattle March of Dimes.

assist the cheerleaders in decorat-

ing the Civic Auditorium for the
game of January 28. Anyone interested please contact Ed Hyde or

Ron Cass.

"

"

CLASSIFIED ADS

"

LOST something;? Want something? Advertise in the SPECTATOR. Only 5 cents a word.

Pre-Law Society will meet tonight, Thursday, Jan. 20, at 7:30
p.m. in the Conference Room of
the Chieftain. Discussion subjects
will include liability, master and
servant, and labor law.

"

"

Call CA. 9400, extension 55.

COLLEGE STUDENT

"

If you would like to earn $100 a
month at your university during
second quarter working two evenings per weekand half-day Saturdays, apply for local training
now. Use of car necessary. Valuablesales management. Opportunity after graduation. Write
Bill Roberts, 10622 Eighth N.W.,

Alpha Kappa Si announces a
meeting of all members on Sunday,
Jan. 23, in Room 410, Buhr Hall.
The petition to the Grand Council
has been finished and a copy will
be present for members to review.
Plans for the* annual Commerce
Club mixer to be held at the Encore Ballroom on February 4, will

fall quarter proceeds now totals
$196.79.

Seattle.
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Donaldson, Dona
Hagarty, Sr. M. Michael
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Chatterton, Donald
Cullerton, Brian

Dennehy, Patricia
den Ouden, Mary
Doucette, Barbara
Duncan, James
Flynn, Mary Ellen
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Harbell, Elizabeth
Hattrup, Robert
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Kelly, Mary
Knapp, Mary
Lame, Amy
Laing, Bruce
Lester, Robert
McPherson, Janet

Martin, Robert

Metully, Kathryn

Mustacich, Clara
Navone, Joseph
O'Neill, Claire
Roe, Thomas
Ruljancich, Mark
Sigel, Anne
Smith, Shirley
Vandenberg, Thomas
Van Parys, Marjorie
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Voelker, Lois

Wyse, Mary Ann
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Armeau, Patricia
Balch, Richard
Bigley, William
Brabant, Joseph
Brannon, Patti
Coyle, Jack

Dorn, Nathan
Doyle, William
Edson, Verne
Fabre, Eugene
Femling, Gerald
Hamill, John
Heg, Margaret
Hellman, Sr. M. Magdelena
Hopps, Janet
Julian, Janice
Krieger, Sr. John Michael
Lee, Margaret
Leupold, Alwin

Miranda, Ronald
O'Connell, William
Rondeau, Amedee
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and L&IVI has the Best! \J_^/
*
T &I\/T sweePin6 *he country ... a smoke. And youenjoy all this in king size

\^d^

8

J-J -IYI smash

success, overnight! No

cigarette ever went so far so fast, because
no filter compares with L&M's exclusive
miracle tip for quality or effectiveness.
From L&M you get much more flavor,
much less nicotine
a light and mild

...

or regular, both at the same low price.
Our statement of quality goes unchallenged. L&M is America's highest quality
and best filter tip cigarette.
Buy L*Ms— king size or regular— they're
just what the doctor ordered.
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